FACT SHEET

Bring WorldMUN19 To Hong Kong

HARVARD WORLD MUN HONG KONG BID TEAM

Register now at https://goo.gl/forms/CvZ1QslzxwPH5j0m1
WHAT IS HARVARD WORLD MODEL UNITED NATIONS (HWMUN)

Model United Nations (UN) is a simulation of the UN in which participants roleplay delegates to the United Nations and simulate UN committees. Harvard World Model United Nations (WorldMUN) is the world’s most internationally diverse college-level Model UN conference, and the largest outside of the United States and Canada. Every year, 2,000+ currently enrolled university students from over 110 countries attend WorldMUN in a different location around the world. Past locations include Singapore, Puebla (Mexico), Geneva (Switzerland), Beijing (China), Belo Horizonte (Brazil), Sharm el-Sheikh (Egypt), Taipei (Taiwan), and The Hague (Netherlands). Through lively and informed debate, exciting social events, and a unique conference spirit, the WorldMUN experience reaches across cultures and borders to inspire both cooperation and friendship.

WHAT IS HONG KONG BID TEAM?

After running Hong Kong in 2018, we have decided to extend our lead this year with streamlined plans to bolster our chances to bring the Conference to Asia’s Student City - Hong Kong in 2019.

Diverse representatives from 4 universities, HKU, HKUST, HKBU and CityU equally press on the assimilation of students in our socio-political issues at hand and harmonize the voices to achieve unity in all regards. This team is also proud to follow an advisory panel comprised of Mr. Allan Zeman, Prof. Roland Chin, and Ms. Su Mei Thompson to name a few.

WHY HONG KONG?

City With A Soul

Hong Kong a place we call home is more than just a special administrative region of People’s Republic of China. Hong Kong carries on in a set of core value that collate the foundation of all walks of life. The rule of law, basic rights, separation of power and the freedom of press are the qualities that outstand our city in Asia. Sparkles of this pearl of the orient is not by luck but hard work and legacy.

Asia World City

Hong Kong was widely recognized for its world-famous skylines and the hub for Asian creative industries. With the onset of a new society that connects and integrates in full vigor after 1997, ensued the historical name for Hong Kong as Asia’s World City.

Asia Business Hub

The dynamic business culture is driven by unifying the enterprising Eastern roots and international influence from all across the globe. This very stable free market economy attracts the flow of goods and services overseas, making it a particularly multiethnic region of food culture. Serving Western food in the 1930s sped up the trend among the local communities only to seamlessly fuse with traditional culinary dishes at home. In a city of 7 million people, the smooth blending of local traditions intermixed with the incoming trends of immigrant cultures gives them a voice within the larger Chinese society.
Despite the challenges and obstacles ahead in breaking through boundaries that are curbing global progress to peaceful negotiations and tolerance, Hong Kong’s uniquely diverse history of tackling the pursuit to justice in the realms of gender, sexuality, race, and belief will help shake up the impacts as a result of the conference for the delegates to stimulate change in light of dynamic inclusion.

As one of the world’s cosmopolitan cities, we strive to combine our forces to convene solutions ranging from international perspectives, and meet the goals of both the Hong Kong community and beyond. It’s high time we redefine the spirit of the MUN starting from rescuing the very values of humanity to sustain the impacts of global voices.
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Positions and Duties

1. Department of Public Relations
   (1) Director
   (2) Deputy Director (Vacant)
   ➢ Position Description
     • Set objectives and goals for the Team
     • Maximize Hong Kong Team’s presence on various platforms (media, government, embassies, institutions etc.)
     • Arrange meetings with external partners and foster long term relationships with them
     • Shape and ensure Hong Kong Team’s public image and good reputation
   ➢ Requirements
     • Experienced in external relations coordination
     • Outstanding management and communication skills
     • Able to attend meetings arranged with partners/ advisors

2. Department of Creative Production
   (1) Director (Vacant)
   (2) Deputy Director (Vacant)
   ➢ Position Description
     • Liaise with each department to set design requirements
     • Manage designing work for the team
     • Review graphics, layouts and publications
     • Suggest design and image improvement
     • Follow deadlines to ensure timely publications
   ➢ Requirements
     • Able to apply up-to-date graphic design technics and software
     • Sense of Creativity
     • Familiarity of MS Office, InDesign, and other publishing tools

3. Department of Logistics
   (1) Director
   (2) Deputy Director (Vacant)
   ➢ Position Description
     • Coordinating, monitoring and supervising the overall operation of the proposed arrangements/ events
     • Communicate with venue to secure optimal deals and mutual satisfaction
     • Keep records of order, agenda, and programs of proposed arrangements/ events
4. Department of Finance
(1) Director
(2) Deputy Director (Vacant)
   ➢ Position Description
   • Work closely with Department of Corporate Relations to set budget requirements and goals
   • Manage finance and accounting operations
   • Prepare and review budget plan, report and statement

   ➢ Requirements
   • Excellent accounting software user
   • Ability to compose budget plan and financial statement
     • Knowledge of Accounting, Business Administration, Laws, and governmental regulation would be a plus

5. Department of Corporate Relations
(1) Director
(2) Deputy Director (Vacant)
   ➢ Position Description
   • Track progress with corporate partners and its marketing activities
   • Set promotion strategies
   • Identify and reach out to potential corporates/ sponsors
   • Prepare and review sponsorship proposals
   • Apply out-reaching efforts in various platforms (social media, agencies etc.)

   ➢ Requirements
   • Excellent communication and presentation skills
   • Knowledge of proposal writing
   • Experienced in external relations coordination

6. Department of Event Management (Social Event)
(1) Director (Vacant)
(2) Deputy Director (Vacant)
   ➢ Position Description
   • Plan events according to the required structure of Harvard World Model United Nations Conference
   • Prepare and review budget for proposed events
   • Reach out to vendors, suppliers and external event coordinators
   • Coordinate all operations of social events

   ➢ Requirements
   • Excellent communication, organizational and negotiation skills
   • Comprehensive understanding in project / event management
Dear students,

Greetings! Hope you’re enjoying the summer break. It is our great pleasure to announce that Harvard World Model United Nations (WorldMUN) 2019 Hong Kong Bid Committee is now open for application!

As a simulation of the United Nations, where 2000+ students from over 115 countries attend this conference, WorldMUN is a collaboration between Harvard University and the host team University committee that invites delegates to take on roles of international diplomats and ambassadors from various UN or intergovernmental organizations and agencies.

Our team worked on a proposal to bid for the hosting right of WorldMUN 2018 on behalf of Hong Kong, however, it hasn’t been successful since 2018 is one of the most competitive years and the successful bid stands out as particularly strong. The Harvard Secretariat maintained that the Hong Kong bid had shown a commendable effort, and excellent initiative.

We have decided to extend our lead this year with streamlined plans to bolster our chances to bring the conference to Asia’s Student City - Hong Kong in 2019. Diverse representatives from 4 universities, HKU, HKUST, HKBU and CityU equally press on the assimilation of students in our socio-political issues at hand and harmonize the voices to achieve unity in all regards. This team is also proud to follow an advisory panel comprised of Mr. Allan Zeman, Mr. Roland Chin, and Ms. Su Mei Thompson to name a few.

We are currently recruiting new additions to our bidding team. The positions include

- Director/Deputy Director of Creative Services
- Director/Deputy Director of Social Events
- Deputy Director of Corporate Relations
- Deputy Director of Finance
- Deputy Director of Logistics
- Deputy Director of Public Relations

For more details about WorldMUN and requirements for each position, you may refer to the documents below. Please be noted that the interviews will be conducted on a rolling basis and the positions will be offered accordingly.

To sign up, fill in the application form linked below:
https://goo.gl/forms/CvZ1QslzxwPH5j0m1

Should you have any queries, please contact the undersigned emails:

has1996@hku.hk
fatimaq@hku.hk